SCIENCE OF SPIRITUALITY

The Language Of The Universe

~

Many people speak of Oneness but what is its experience?
How do we attain the Oneness that the enlightened
masters speak of? Can such an experience be had within the
frequencies of light waves?
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The Nature Of Light
“It is infinitesimal to the point
of non-existence and yet is
omnipresent. It encapsulates the
collapse of time and yet is eternal. It
embodies both aspects of existence being and becoming,
“Deep intuition
at the same time. It
says that we are all is subtle and yet a
of connection
connected and are glimpse
can alter all aspects
one irrespective of of consciousness and
the large distances living matter.”

separating us.”

Light and wave
energies are the primordial
connections to the universe. They
have existed ever since the Big Bang
and is the elusive glue which led to
the creation of matter.
Scientifically all wave forms are
characterized by their frequency and
wavelength. Light energy is also
defined by its frequency. A higher
frequency signifies higher energy
and lower frequency means the wave
has less energy.
We are all aware that gamma rays
have the highest frequency levels.
The energy carried by this wave is
so high that it can destroy any living
matter. These high frequency waves
interact with matter explosively and
hence cannot travel long distances.
Interaction with matter destroys
these waves and ionizes matter.
As we go down the frequency range
we encounter cosmic rays and
ultraviolet rays which are extremely
potent. At the other end of the
spectrum are the low frequency
waves - the red frequency, the
infrared and radio waves. These
micro waves can travel for long

distances unhindered since their
interaction with matter is minuscule.
This is also the reason why low
frequency waves are selected for
radio transmissions.
As we further traverse the frequency
range we encounter the very
low frequency waves which are
almost undetectable. These waves
traverse long distances unhindered,
penetrating matter as if they are
transparent.
Light And “Distance”
As long as a wave (light is a wave)
has a finite frequency, to reach
point B from Point A, they have to
traverse the distance. Given their
enormous speeds, they can traverse
large distances in a short span
of time. But any signal has to go
through a time lapse before reaching
its destination.
Since no matter or light can travel
faster than the speed of light,
scientifically we have to conclude
that stars and planets which are
separated by billions of light years
are isolated from each other, each
system sitting in their mini citadel
unaffected by distant matter and life
forms.
In some sense this hypothesis seems
to violate our conception of the
singular nature of universe and life
forms within it. Deep intuition
says that we are all connected and
are one irrespective of the large
distances separating us. How do we
reconcile the scientific reality with
our intuitive understanding? The
answer is “Zero Frequency”.
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Zero Frequency - The True
Unifier
Zero Frequency bridges the reality
with our intuition and ties it into a
seamless whole. Zero Frequency is
the lowest frequency level that we
can encounter and is the true unifier
of the entire universe.
Unlike non-zero forms of light
frequencies, Zero Frequency exists
everywhere at once. It does not have
to traverse from point A to point
B, because
“Zero Frequency
it exists
bridges the reality with everywhere
our intuition and ties it at once. Zero
into a seamless whole. Frequency
is the
... is the true unifier of culmination
of being and
the entire universe.”
becoming.
At this frequency since there is no
traversal required, communication
is instantaneous. All universe
and all matter, all life forms
communicate at the Zero Frequency
level. “Entanglement” - a quantum
phenomenon which involves
spontaneous and instantaneous
communication happens at this level
of frequency.
“Time” In A Singularity
Light energy has many other
fascinating properties - one of them
being time. We all perceive the
clear arrow of time - past, present
and future in our day-to-day lives.
Our experience of life is defined by
the arrow of time and we cannot
imagine a life without it. And yet,
imagine that we are traveling on
a light form as our chariot, that is
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assume that we were to traverse with
light. “Special Theory of Relativity”
by Einstein, tells us that time
collapses into a singularity - i.e.
the past, present and future which
collapses into a single dimension.
This beautiful property of light is
true for Zero Frequency waves. At
this level, time drops to a singularity
and the present, the past and the
future collapses into one moment.
While we cannot perceive Zero
Frequency with our 5 senses, we can
sense it within us and can connect to
it. Sadly, we do not experience this
connection in our day-to-day life, so
much so that the very description of
this form of communication seems
abstract and surreal.
Re-Connecting With Truth
This disconnectedness has happened
for a reason. Through evolution and
passage of annals of time, humans
have distanced themselves from this
Universal communication - Zero
Frequency. As we chose to travel
down the path of external reality,
the experience of this connection
became more and more feeble with
time. As a result a phenomenon
which was once considered natural
and normal is now perceived as
an aberration and a supernatural
phenomenon.
Connection to this frequency even
for an instant can change life forms.
Since Zero Frequency is an universal
communication paradigm, it is the
epitome of nature and encapsulates
the unadulterated form of natural
and universal existence.

Corrupted forms of life existences
cannot exist alongside. An instant
transformation happens when one
experiences connection with the
Zero Frequency. The paradigm
shift does not happen in a linear
time zone. It is a multi-dimensional
reality, which means everything
impacts everything else. This Zero
Frequency can transform and
communicate seamlessly across all
life forms. All these changes happen
below the level of consciousness and

hence we can say that the change
and transformation happens at the
unconscious level.
Knowing-All-At-Once
When one is connected to this
Zero Frequency, one can perceive
all happenings of the world, access
all the information that is available
and communicate with the universe
instantly. Zero Frequency signifies
the glory of the universe and points
to the connectedness of the world.
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